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Abstract—The novel parametric n-ary dim code which is also known as the (n, K, p) dim system, it consists of number of 

frequently used codes like paired-reflected, 3-ary, (n, K)-dim codes. Novel (n, K, p)- dim system in this way has an innate 

capacities in double correspondences signal/picture handling frameworks. The fundamental concentration of the (n, K, p)-

dim code application incorporates encryption, picture bit map deterioration and picture denoising. A few unique 

computer recreations can be used for showing that the (n, K, p)- dim cipher is more efficient than any other  traditional 

Gray codes which are applicable in different imaging systems. 

 

IndexTerms—Bit-plane decomposition, image denoising, image encryption, (n, k, p)-Gray code. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The binary reflected code is developed in order to avoid illegitimated output fromelectromechanical switches. Speculation of dim 

systems has been finished via aligningsome relating protests like two adjacent components in queue vary in any earlier properties. 

Adim system is usually represented in binary alphabet after performing quantizing an angle.The encoding can be performed by 

considering angles in consecutive quantum intervalsand are encoded into n-tuples of binary numbers which differ in single bit 

position. The bitsystem for the angle may go through the succession 000, 001, 011, 010, 110, 111,101, 100.Wheel code helps in 

performing encoding with the help of gray codes byconsidering anangles that are close to the border between to quantum 

intervals, and the digits which areat the boundary or identical will be erroneous. 

Balanced Gray system is a case of this speculation. The idea of dim system hasbeen reached out to any single separation system in 

which each system word contrastsfrom the following in just a single numbers. In light of this, non-Boolean dim system,for 

example, n-ary dim system. The meaning of the n-ary reflected dark system is thetwo recursive calculations for creating the n-ary 

reflected dim system are displayed onecalculation is systemized specifically from the definition another calculation is gotten 

fromthe sequencing requests of numbers in the n-ary mirrored dim system. It is demonstratedthat these two calculations are 
comparable practically. Whose system words are non Boolean esteems, have been produced. For instance, the 3-ary or ternary 

dim system isa n-ary dim system with grouping components 0, 1, 2 . The n, K dim system is a sort of n ary dim system with 

thebase n and k numbers 
The bit map of a advanced distinct flag can be represented in terms of bits but differin bit positions and binary numbers are used 

for representing the signal. There are twocustomarystrategies for the picture bit map disintegration: double bit map 

deteriorationalso dim system bit map disintegration.Both methods decodes a picture into many double bit maps. Since more bits 

useshighest values in the pixels thereby increasing the brightness of the picture. The lowerorder bits are represented by lower 

values, so the quality of the picture is less. Edgedetection & image coding & compression can be decomposed by using Binary bit 

mapdisintegration and also data hiding, image encryption and steganography. Dim system bitmap disintegration also decreases 

the effects of low dim level alters because the cause isdim systems fluctuate in only a single bit position. 

Nonetheless, those two customary techniques deteriorate a picture in to just a certainnumber of bit maps, also the substance of 
each piece map is predicable. Bit maps arerepresented by dual values. These constraints has greater affects on their 

applicationsand motivation to move forward for the picture bit map disintegration. In this segment,present another picture bit-map 

disintegration technique utilizing the above dim system.  Dim scale is a scope of shades of dark without evident shading. The 

darkest conceivableshade is dark, which is the aggregate nonattendance of transmitted or reflected light. Thelightest conceivable 

shade is white, the aggregate transmission or impression of light at allnoticeable wavelengths.A process of altering some of the 

parameters of a image which is not readable is knownas Encryption. Cipher text is an instance of encryption where an 

unauthorized personcan not read image easily. Encryption process always occurs at transmitters end. Image information canbe 

altered using encryption technique and is readable to one who knows key. The outputwill be in the form of is called as cipher text. 

Decryption is the process of transformingcypher text into plain text. 

 

1. (n, K, p) GRAY CODE 

 
Expanding this idea of (n, K) Gc via a extra separation function p. The division build upanother kind of dim system known as n, 

K, p dim system. This system gives novel classfor nonBoolean dim system. This system gives the better qualities for the n base 

also pfunction variation. This novel n, K, p dim system is characterized as 
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The k-digit are arrangedas (ak-1…a1,a0)n along with  gk-1…g1,g0)nThe n base indicates the A also which are not a negative integers A 

and G, respectively, i.e., and . 
 

G is  known (n, K, p) Gray system of A if the arrangements are fulfilled

                                                                     (1) 

By choosing estimations of the base n and separation parameter p, the (n, k, p)- dimcode produces diverse Gray codes, including a 

few customary dim codes in , for example,shown as follows 

1. If p = 0 then n, k, p dim system returns to the (n, K) dim system. 

2. If n = 2 then p = 0 the n, K, p dim system turns into BRGC. 
3. If n = 3 then p = 0 the n, K, p dim system has returned to the conventional 3 ary Gray 

4. If the event that ni is other esteem, the n, K, p dim system would have another kindof Gc. 

The displayed n, K, p dim system have a few applications in the fields of ADC, DSPalso noise removal techniques. The 

dissertation work, concentrate upon applied fields inpicture pre processing frameworks. n, K, p dim system is also utilized for 

image filtering,compression, scrambling and image recognition. 

 

II. BIT PLANE DECOMPOSITION USING (n, K, p) GRAY CODE  

 

The two techniques expect to disintegrate a picture into a few double bit maps. Largerrequest bit maps comprise of larger critical 

bits in picture pixels that have constitutes theessentially illustration information. Least arranged bit maps gather least huge bits in 

picturepixels that have depict a greater amount of the picture subtle elements. Binary bit mapdisintegration has been utilized for 

picture frameworks, for example, edge location, picturecoding and compression and also for security applications,for example, 
picture encryption,information covering up, watermarking, and steganography. 

As an option strategy, dim code bit map disintegration can lessen the impact of littlegrey stages differs due to the double 

progressive dim systems that varies in single one bitplaces. It have utilized for movement calculation for video handling along 

with pictureadjustment. 

Further more, those 2 conventional techniques integrates a picture into just few bit mapsalso the substance of bit map which is 

predicted. Additionally the bit maps are double. Thisboundaries altogether influence appliances, and propel us to build up another 

approach forthe picture bit-map decay. In the segment, present another picture bit map decay strategyutilizing the n, K, p dim 

system. 

Definition:  A Gray scale picture can be deteriorated into k (n, K, p) dim system bit map, such that pixelesteems intoith  bit map 

are the ith bit giof the pixels which has similar areas in the dim. scale picture. This is known as the n, K, p dim system bit map 

decay. 
The originality of this disintegration technique is that it can disintegrates an picture notjust into binary bit map yet in addition into 

non binary bit map. The n, K, p dim system bitmap would differs in the estimations of n base also function p variation. For the 

particularpicture, quantity of bit maps K is controlled via n base esteem. Figure 1 demonstratesn, K,p dim system Bit map decay 

of a dim scale picture: p = 2 also n = 2.At the point for n base, which is more prominent than 2. This segmented bit map ofthe dim 

scale picture which have dim stages zero also 255 would never again be two fold.For instance of n, k, p dim system, (n, K) dim 

system can likewise accomplish this.  

 

 
Fig1. (n, k, p) Gray code bit plane decomposition. 
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Figure 1 Show the higher request bit maps comprises the largest important bits inpicture pixel that have constitutes contain all the 

essentially illustration information. Smallerarrange bit maps gather least important in picture pixels that depict a greater amount 

of thepicture points of interest. 

The n, k, p dim system bit map deterioration divides a picture in to two fold along withnontwofold bit map. These two 

deteriorated comes about also the quantity of n, K, p dimsystem bit maps are function subordinate. This enables to utilizing the 

some appliances inpicture frameworks. The picture is deteriorated into the n, K, p dim system bit maps whichare controlled via 

various picture preprocessing  innovations. 

III. IMAGE DENOISING USING (N, K, P) GRAY CODE 

 

Picture noise is arbitrary variation of brightness or color information in pictures, and for themain part of electronic commotion. 

The corrupted instruments consists of noise. Picturecommotion includes spurious also superfluous data which is an undesirable 

result of picture catch. 
Picture denoising is a process of removing different noises which occur in pictureframework. Many researches have done on 

commotion removing in late years. Forexploring the utilization of the n, k, p dim system for picture noise removal. This 

segmentpresents another picture denoising algorithm in view of the n, k, p dim system bit mapdisintegration 

 

 

 
Fig2: (n, K, p)-Gray code in image systems. 

Algorithms:  

1)New Image Denoising Algorithm 

The planned picture denoising calculation adds the filtering system with the n, K, p dimsystem bit map decay. This model could 

be acquired by supplanting the picture handling calculation in figure 2 with filter. The calculation initially breaks down the 

informationpicture into a few n, K, p dim system bit maps and afterwards separates each bit planes.The subsequent picture with 

commotion diminishment is gotten by consolidating theseseparated bit map. Clients can further use some novel or obtainable 

channel these noiseremoval calculation to remove distinctive sorts of commotions in pictures. 

2)Alpha-Trimmed Mean Filter 

This filter is nonlinear type of channel. It is the combination of the median also meanchannels. The fundamental thought ahead of 

channel is for any component of the signallooks at its neighborhood, disposes a most of typical essentials and calculate mean 
worthusing remaining. Alpha can be find out for the sake of the channel is in reality parameterin charge of the quantity of 

trimmed components. To know about channel window thoughtin signal and picture handling. 

The alpha trimmed mean channel demonstrates a decent trade off amongst median andmoving normal channels, select it for 

instance of existing channels for simulation in this paper work. 

Definition: Let x(m, n) be the dim level of the pixel with area (m, n) in a unique picture I, a little N × N (N = 2k + 1) perception 

transom focused by x(m, n), and {x1(m, n), x2(m, n), . . . , xN2 (m, n)} be an arrangement of arranged dim levels of all pixels inside 

the perception window, such that x1(m, n) ≤ x2(m, n) ≤ … ≤ xN2 (m, n) and  x1(m, n) and xN2 (m, n) also are the base and greatest 

esteems, separately. The yield of the alpha trimmed mean channel is 

 

                                                                          (2) 

 

whereM = [αN2] is the closest number more noteworthy than about equivalent to αN2 and 0 ≤α ≤0.5. 

 

IV .IMAGE ENCRYPTION USING (n, K, p) GRAY CODE 

 

Pictures are utilized as a part of a few procedures. In this way, it is essential for securing thepicture information. Encryption of 

picture is important for information hiding. Scramblingtechniques and its calculations are in spatial area strategies.There is a 

requirement for media applications including content appropriation,documenting, pursuit, and recovery. These administrations 

bring new difficulties forguaranteeing multimedia content confidentiality. Picture encryption is a compellingapparatus to give the 

security of pictures or video by changing them into a totally differentformat. Numerous impacts have tended to this issue. There 
are a few picture encryptioncalculations based on binary bit plane decay, for example, the bit map encryptioncalculation utilizing 
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restrictive OR operations (BPEXOR), the specific bit map encryptioncalculation utilizing the Advanced Encryption Standard 

calculation (SBEAES), and thespecific bit plane encryption calculation utilizing the slightest noteworthy bit plane ofpictures 

(SBELBP). 

These encryption techniques has been specific commitments in their particularapplications. Nonetheless, every one of them are 

liable to security restrictions becauseof the accompanying realities: 

1. Their deterioration comes about are in some cases unsurprising, and 
2. The XOR operation and specific piece plane encryption plans has been appeared tobe vulnerable to a small computational price 

assault. 

Algorithm: New image Encryption Algorithm 

 

 

 
Fig3: Image encryption algorithm using the (n, k, p)-Gray-code bit-plane decomposition. 

 

The fundamental thought for the novel picture encryption calculation is toward dividing thepicture keen on the n, K, p dim system 

bit maps, alter the picture pixel estimations of everybit map utilizing the mod process, rearrange the request of n, K, p dim system 
bit map alsopixel areas inside every piece map which joins the n, K, p dim system bit maps to get thereconstructed picture. 

Figure 3 demonstrates the novel picture encryption calculation. The novel encryptioncalculation includes four procedures: 

1. Image Decomposition  

2. Information Encryption  

3. Bit Plane Shuffling  

4. Pixel Scrambling.  

Initially, it disintegrates the real picture with a size of M ×N size in to a few n, K, p dimsystem bit maps utilizing parameters nD 

& pD.Secondly, it encodes pixel information in every n, K, p dim system bit map utilizing amod function characterized by 

E(i,j)=(I(i,j)+Y(I,j))mod n . Where I(i,j) and E(I,j) are the pixel power esteems with area.nDin the first andencoded n, K, p dim 

system bit map, respectively. nD is the base of the n, K, p dim systemin the picture disintegration process.Y(i,j) is the security key 

plane created from theturbulent calculated guidecharacterized by 
 

                                                              (3) 
 

Where1≤i≤M, 1≤j≤N functions in the turbulent calculated guide 1≤m≤MN, 0˂x0˂1,3.5699456≤r≤4. 
 

Thirdly, the request of all bit maps is rearranged via methods for a rearranging strategy.Later, the areas of in bits map are mixed 
utilizing a picture scrambling calculation. The lastencoded picture is gotten by consolidating all the mixed n, K, p dim system bit 

maps. 

The security inputs of the novel picture encryption calculation comprise of theparameters in its four procedures: 

1. nD and pD used for the picture decay process. 

2. x0 and r in the calculated guide is used. 

3. Functions for the bitmap rearranging method also 

4. Pixel scrambling process functions. 

Data encryption and pixel scrambling forms gives adaptability to have the pick diversesecurity keys for each bit plane, 

accomplishing a more elevated amount of safety. Toreproduce the real picture, approved clients ought to be given the right blend 

of the securitykeys. The description procedure will initially decay the scrambled picture into the n, K, pdim system bit maps 

utilizing nD and pD , then unscramble pixels in each bit plane, at thatpoint return the request of the bit planes once more into its 

unique, at that point apply amod process to each bit map utilizing the security key acquired from the strategic guide bymeans of 
parameters x0 and r, & at last, join all the n, K, p dim system bit maps to acquirethe resultant recreated picture. 

Picture encryption calculations have been created to guarantee the security of picturesand videos. Be that as it may, ensured 

pictures are effectively broken by unapprovedclients if the safety of an encryption calculation is not deliberately considered. 

Accordingly,security is essential for equally the secured items and for the encryption calculation itself.In this area, talk about a 

few security issues related with the newencryption calculation.The novel encryption calculation utilizes four procedures to 

enhance the safety level of thebit map disintegration dependent picture encryption calculations. 

1. This presents the n, K, p dim system bit-map disintegration set up of conventionalbinary bit map disintegration. Its 

deterioration comes about and the quantity ofdeteriorated bit map change by the estimations of the base n & parameter p. 

Theaggressor choice accordingly experience issues foreseeing the disintegrated comesabout. Besides, the effectively decayed 

outcomes are critical for approved clientsto be ready to remake pictures since they specificallyinfluence the achievement 

ofinformation unscrambling, bit-map unshuffling, and pixel unscrambling forms. 
2. In a comparable way to the binary XOR process, the mod process in the dataencryption procedure takes a shot at the self-

assertive base. So It can hold theinformation while varying pixel esteems. 
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3. The objective of the bit-map rearranging is to vary picture pixel esteems by evolvingthe request of the n, K, p dim system bit 

map. Bit-map rearranging is a parametersubordinate procedure helpful for picture encryption. It additionally expands theassailants 

trouble of interpreting the pictures encoded by the novel calculation. 

4. The pixel scrambling function is intended to mixup the pixel areas in each bit map.This procedure varies both the picture pixel 

esteems and the picture pixel areas. Itupgrades the novel calculations insusceptibility for pure text assaults. 

 

V.SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

5.1 Bit plane decomposition using (n, K, p)-Gray code  

 
Figure 5.1 Show the higher request bitmap comprise of the higher large bits of eachpicture pixel, which hold all the essential 

illustration information. The lessor arrange bitplanes gather the less large bits of picture pixels, which portray a greater amount of 

thepicture subtle elements. 

The n, K, p dim system bitmap disintegration can break down an picture into dualandnon dual bitmap. Both the disintegrated 

comes about and the quantity of the n, K, pdim system bitmap are parameter subordinate. These enabled bits are utilized for 

someapplications in picture frameworks. The picture is disintegrated into the n, K, p dim systembitmaps. Various picture 
preparing advancements controls them. is decomposed into the (n, k, p)-Gray-code bit planes. They are then manipulated by 

different image processing technologies. 

5.2 Image Denoising using (n, K, p) Gray code  

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5.2 shows denoised pictures utilizing the n, K, p dim system and conventional (n, K) dim system, separately. And the 
denoising result utilizing the n, K, p dim systemdemonstrates the best illustration quality. The utilization of n, K, p dim system in 

picturedenoising. Another picture denoising calculation have been presented. The reenactmentresults and examination exhibits the 

n, K, p dim system. These dim code demonstratesbetter execution in picture denoising than a few sorts of customary dim codes. 

5.3 Image Encryption using (n, k, p)-Gray code  

The trial consequences and examination has demonstrated so as to the displayed novelencryption calculation indicates amazing 

execution in picture encryption. It might beutilized for ensuring protection in biometrics, therapeutic picture frameworks, and 

videoreconnaissance systems. 

The new picture encryption calculation offers clients the adaptability to pick any currentor, on the other hand new strategy for 

rearranging the request of all the n, K, p dim systembitmaps and for scrambling pixel areas in each bitmaps, the Fig shows will 

exhibit a currentway to deal with the rearranging and pixel scrambling forms. This ought to reveal how thenovel encryption 

calculation is versatile to an assortment of methodologies. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

We havepresented the novel n,K,p dim system in this dissertation which yields another sort of code which is not a Boolean Gray 

code when its base is more noteworthy than two. Can be explored its applications in picture frameworks and gave descriptive 

cases in bit-map deterioration, picture denoising and picture encryption. 

Can be demonstrate its uses in picture deterioration, has been exhibited another picture disintegration strategy utilizing the n, K, p 

dim system, which can deteriorate pictures intodual or non dual dim-code bit maps as per extraordinary n esteems. These decay 

comes about the quantity of disintegrated bit maps contrast with diverse base n and p parameter esteems.  Dissimilar to the 

customary (n, K) dim system strategies, the substance of every disintegrated bit map will be diverse based on the value of p 

function. 
Demonstrated the utilization of the n, K, p dim system in picture denoising.Presenting another picture denoising calculation. The 

reenactment outcomes and examinationexhibited that the n, K, p dim system demonstrates well in picture denoising than a few 

sorts of customary dim codes.Exhibit the pertinence of the n, K, p dim system in picture encryption, to enhance the safety level of 

existing bit map disintegration based on encryption techniques has beenpresented in another picture encryption calculation. The 

new calculation suggests the clients adaptability to choose any technique for bit-map rearranging also, pixel scramblingin picture 

encryption. 

The new encryption calculation indicates that the demonstrated exploratory outcomes and correlation have been exhibited 

astounding execution in picture encryption. It can be used for securing protection in biometrics, therapeutic picture frameworks, 

and video reconnaissance frameworks.    
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